
Circular Economy Business Models to Waste Digitization



OUR VISION
We will empower the world’s leading 
companies and governments to 
eliminate waste by delivering 
practical Circular Economy Business 
model and a global marketplace 
where valuable materials and 
resources are constantly traded and 
reused- not wasted. 

Some call it the Circular Economy –
we call it EIRAVATO!



EWC Issue

Collection Date EWC Destination Weight

Current Waste system is designed to fail. Standard provider report based on EWC (European Waste Codes) at 
start consider materials as WASTE. The data is not detailed enough to consider Circular Economy potential.

Processing 
Code



EIRAVATO uses technology to digitize waste, 

enrich the basic EWC codes with information that 

supports the decision process, economically and 

environmentally.
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EWC and CIRMY
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“In God we trust, all others must bring data.”

W. Edwards Demiung

EIRAVATO supports current EWC classification, however comparison between two graphs from the same company 
show the difference between number of materials classified by EWC vs EIRAVATO coding.



Clear Financial Data Live
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Economy is about bottom line, EIRAVATO delivers 
practical, economically viable Circular Business
Model that works.



EIRAVATO Transformation

250k Savings + 150k Revenue = 400k Positive Balance



Project Example

Waste data digitised by detailed 
materials DNA. Improvement is 

discovered and supported by 
predictive analytics. The project 
plan is presented to customer.

Lean solution is designed, in this 
case bins replaced with automatic 

chute capturing material 
uncontaminated.

Perfect material captured, 
detailed information recorded in 
EIRAVATO platform to establish 

transparent trail.

EIRAVATO captures flat data.



EIRAVATO marketplace supports 
formation of partnerships at all level, 
from lean transport to end user. All 

with economy and sustainability 
driven by lean and transparency. 

The materials are tracked and 
recorded using Block Chain ledger to 

ensure consistent quality and 
quantity is achieved.

What used to be waste, is now a new 
Circular product, contributing to the 
Economy, Environment and Society.

Project Example



Circular Economy

Mixed Waste

PP

What used to be a mixed waste, is now captured directly from production line, generating a sustainable stream of
consistent quality materials mix.



Circular Economy

ABS

Captured materials are matched with re-manufacturers to complete fully transparent Circular Economy. Full traceability
of the materials protects the value chain, creating stream of consistent quality materials towards long lasting relationships.

3D printing cable



Circular Economy

Mixed Boards

Considering value of materials within the mix empowers organizations to make financially driven decisions to capture
or separate materials as different waste streams, maximising the value.



Complex Product Recycling

- Product Disassembly Planning
- Time Assessment
- Value Assessment
- Profitability Analytics
- Design Adjustment Suggestions

Empowered by data EIRAVATO supports complex product recycling thanks to materials valorisation and predictive
analytics. Companies can assess the viability of such products utilizing EIRAVATO tools in support of:



Recycled Materials Sourcing

EIRAVATO Marketplace allows sourcing of consistent quality of materials with full traceability de-risking use of recycled
feedstock. 



70% of space saving, reduced Health and Safety Risk.
Saved space allowed to build extension to increase manufacturing capacity. 

Additional Benefits

Waste Storage

Waste Storage

Compactors

Pallets

Circular Materials
Ready for Shipment

Building extension
thanks to space 
reduction.

Circled areas mark space previously used to process waste. Top circle previously compactors removed allowed to create space to build 
extension to the main factory. The waste areas presenting health and safety challenges are now gone, with the whole site of 255 
people serviced by 6 green and 1 black bin. The site is true ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL, with 88% (02.2018) of waste saved and 
delivered to circular economy.
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